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Brunswick Nuclear Project
P. O. Box 10429 .

Southport, N.C. 28461 0429 [
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FILE: B09 135100- 10CFR50.73- '

SERIAL: BSEP/90 0759 -;

i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission- [
ATTN: Document Control Desk ,

Washington, D. C. 20555 |
t

'

BRUNSWICK * TEAM ELECTRIC PIANT UNIT 2
DOCKET NO. 50 324 |

LICENSE NO. DPR 62 ;

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 2 90 016 i

;

Gentlemen:

In accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal- R ulations, the enclosed !Licensee Event Report is submitted. Thisreportfulfi1Ystherequirementfora| >

- written report within thirty (30) days of a reportable occurrence and - is
| submitted in accordance with the format set forth in NUREG 1022, September 1983. *

|
-

,

('
' Very truly-yours, . ,

-

YW& h
J ..Harnes'sA General Manager -

A nswick Nuq)/ ear Project !
!

fTMJ/

Enclosure
' *

cc: Mr. S. D. Ebneter
Mr. N. B. Le ,

BSEP NRC Resident Office !
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NR0 FORM 366 U.$. NUCd.AR REQU!AToRY CoMM:S$10N APfMTD oM8 No. 31$00104 '

EXRRES: 4!)0/92
ES71MATTD BURDEN PER RE$p0NSE TO COMPLY WITH THl$ INFoRMATION

COLLECTION REQUEST: 60.0 HRS. FORWARD COMMENTS REGARDING
*

^'" '"E "EC *$ ^ o a"*** "^"* *E"T ***"0"
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) **E" 55". NUCliAR REOULATORY Co"MMIS$lON. WASHINGTON. DC 20555,*

(P 530) U.S '
AND TO THE PAPERWnRK REDUCTION PRajECT (31500104), oF FICE oF ,

, MAAAGEMENT Aldo BUDGET. WASHJN3 TON. DC 20503.

FADUYYNAMEm Brunswick Steam Electric Plant Unit 2 oOCKET NUuBER (2) PAoE (3) ,

05000324
01 0F 07 !

Trra(4) Unit 2 Reactor SCRAM on Turbine Stop Valve Fast Closure Caused by a Rasactor High Level
~e

whon a Fusa failed in the Feedwater Control System Circuitry.
.

EVENT Daft (t) LER NUMBER (6) RE50RT DATE (7) oTHER F ACtUTIES INVoL4 ; ; (8)

MONTH DAY YEAR YEAR SEO. No, M REV.NO. MONTH DAY YEAR FACIUTY NAME DOCKET NUMBER j
#

,

00 11 08 9010 12 90 90 016 --
7

TH:S REfCRT l$ $UBVITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS or 10 CFR S: (Check one or more of the followin0) (11)
0FTRAT)NG

MODE (9) 1 20 402(b) 20.405(c) X 50.D(a)(?my) M.71N

foWER 20.405(a)(110) 50.36(c)(1) 60.73(a)(2)(v) 73.71(c)

LEVEL (10) 100 20.405(a)mui) 50.36(c)(2) 50.73(a)(2)(vil) oTHER (Specity in Anstract ano Tent)
!

1 -%ib [$ U .isd.w- 20 405(a)(1)0il) 50.73(a)(2)C) 60.73(a)(2)(val)(A)

W ' )dMi@ hdW O'Y W$??QNf
*

.

4' c . i 5L. 20.405(a)(1)(iv) 50.73(a)(2)01) 50.73(a)(2)(vm)(B)
d.;. M p y ter 3 :Qn..: L s

n' % ' , Myg QA 20.405(a)(1)(v) 60.73(a)(210ll) 50.73(a)(2)(u)

UCEN.EE CONTACT FoR THIS |ER (12)

NAME THERESA M. JONES, REGULATORY COMPLIANCE SPECIALIST TELEPHONE NUMBER

(919) 457-2039
COMPLETE oNE UNE FOR EACH CoMFONENT FA' LURE DESCRIBED IN THIS REfCRT (13)

CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFACTUREft REFORTABLE k CAUSE $YSTEM COMPONENT MANUFACTURER REFORTABLE h}t
TO NPROS %$g

TO NPRDS

_ 4 W
X JK FU C182 Y N3 W*

$UPPLEMENTAL REPOM EXPECTED (14) EXPECTED MONTH DAY YEAR
$UBMi$$ ION

YE3 (tf yes, complete EXPECTED StJDMIS$10N DATO X No DATE (15) >

ABST RACT (Umit to 1400 spaces. Le. aporommately fifteen 66ngie space typewritten knes) (16)

on October 12, 1990, the Unit 2 reactor was at 100% power.and 1005 psi. The !,

Emergency Core Cooling Systems were operable, in standby readiness. A functional'

check was in progress on a thermocouple mV/I module in the feedwater control
cabinet, H12 P612, located in the control room back-panels. Fuse 2 C32 F3 is !

part of the circuitry which powers the referenced module. At 14:01:52, a high
reactor level was detected. This resulted in a reactor scram on turbine stop
valve fast closure, per design. The control rods inserted and turbine bypass.

valves acted to control reactor pressure at 1005 psi. The scram was caused by i|

a failure of the Could Shawmut fuse 2 032 F3 in the FWCS. The failure resulted
in a false low level si
control circuitry which,gnal to the B turbine driven reactor feed pump (TDRFP)in response, increased the B TDRFP output and resulted
in a main turbine trip on reactor high water level. The reason the fuse blev in
the FWCS has not been determined. The Could Shawmut fuses have been sent to the ,

CP&L Harris Energy & Environmental center for further testing and examination. '

In addition, an event recorder is currently 'nonitoring the power supply circuitry
to the 2 C32 F3 fuse. Past similar events include LERs 2 90 08, 2 88 018 and 1-
88 023. The safety significance of this event is minimal. Plant systems
responded as designed and the event is bounded by the analysis in the Final -

Safety Analysis Report, Feedwater Control System failure

+
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NFC FORM 366A U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CoMMISSloN AWRoVED oMB NOL 3150e104 ' t

EXRRES:4/30/92
ES7| MATED BURDEN PER RESPONSE TO COMPLY WITH TK$ INFC2MAhoN

Ll'CENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) Eff,@yS, $u"EdEE" E To TNE Records ANo reportsT
,

TEXT CONTINUATION MANAGEMENT BWCH (AM. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CoMMISSloN.
WASHINGTON. DC .* i5, AND To THE PAPERWORK REDUCTION PROJECT

(3150.o104). oFFILC OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDOET WASHINGTON.DC 20503

FC4CIUTY NAME (1) DOCKET - LER NUMBER (6) PAGE (3)
NUMBER (2)

'Brunswick Steam Electric Plant Unit 2
05000324 YEAR NUMBER NUMBER

016 0090 - -

TEXT (IF MOHE $ PACE l$ REQUIRED, USE ADolTIoNAL NRC FORM 366A'S)(17)

EVENT

Reactor scram caused by Turbine Stop Valve (TSV) closure when the main turbine
tripped on high reactor water level. The water level transient was a- result of
a failure in the Feedwater Control System (FWCS).

!

INITIAL CONDITIONS

On October 12, 1990, the Unit 2 reactor was at 1000 power and 1005 psi. The
Emergency Core Cooling Systems were operable, in standby readiness. Reactor
level was within the normal operating band at 187 inches. It . was being
controlled, in three element, automatically, by the master feedwater level *

controller. A functional check was in progress on a thermocouple mV/I module in-
the feedwater control cabinet, H12-P612, located in the control room back panels. |
Fuse 2 C32-F3 is part of the circuitry which powers the referenced module.

EVENT DESCRIPTION i

| At 14:01:26, on October 12, 1990, fuse 2-C32-F3 blew and the 115 Vac primary !

I power supply was lost to a number of modules in the FWCS. The loss of power
' resulted in a loss of feedback to the master-level controller and level-recorder

and the low reactor water level alarm was received. An alarm unit monitoring the
control loop fo* .oss of signal to the "A" Turbine Driven Reactor Feedwater Pump
(TDRFP) locked che speed of the turbine and the "A" TDRFP did not is crease. speed ;

in response to the falso'" low level". However, the "B" TDRFP sresponse - to the " low level" seen by the ' master controller. ' peed increased-in- At 14:01:44, the
reactor recirculation (RR) pumps received a runback signal'following a time delay
and decreased spced, per design, The decreased-recirculation flow caused vessel
level to swell, due to increased voiding, which accelerated the increase in
reactor level. At 14:02:01, because the TDRFPs tripped off line, the Reactor
Protection System (RPS), low level 1, trip setpoint was reached and the Group 2,
6, and 8 Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS) isolation signals were
received. Groups 2 and 6 isolation valves closed, Group 8 isolation valves were
closed prior to the event. In accordance with site Emergency - Operating.
Procedures (EOPs), the reactor modo switch war placed to " shutdown" which
resulted in a half Group 1 PCIS isolation signal because of the sensitivity of
tho trip unit B21-N008C-2. At 14:02:19, the lowest reactor water level was
reached tring the event, 115.4 inches. The RPS low level 2 (Technical.
Spec'.Itcation setpoint ? 112 inches) signal resulted in en Alternate Rod.

.,
''

ksertion (ARI) trip, trippint, of both RR pumps, an isolation command to PCIS
Group 3 and an automatic initictica signal to the High Pressure Coolant Injection i
(HPCI) and the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) cystem, as designed.. The
PCIS Group 'G did not receive its isolation command. The: Reactor * water Cleanup ,

(RWCU) systen tripped, per design, when the inboard isolation valve closed' in
response to the Group 3A isolation signal. At 14:02:30,- RCIC injection began.
At 14:02:33, the HPCI turbine accelerated to speed but did not .:nject, by design,

' .

'

because level had returned to 123 inches and the low level 2 pet.:f9sive was no
longer pre ent. The HPCI turbine continued to run at rat.ed speeJ. on minimum

i

.
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NFC FORM 3EAA U.S. NUOLEAR REQULATORY COMMCSION APPROVED OMB NCL 31500104
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ESTIMATED BURDEN PER RESPONSE TO COMPLY WITH THIS INFORMATION

Ll'CENSEE M dNT REPORT (LER) C ' fey &rS LSE &A", " OH
, coo u TO THE RECORDS AND REPORTS

1EX' #J.iNTINUATION MANAGNENT BRANCH (P 530). U.S. NUCLEAR REOULATOR) COMMIS$10N.
WASHINGTON. DC 20555, AND TO THE PAPERWORK REDUCTION PMIECT

(3150 0104). OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET. WASHINGTON DC 20503 '.

FAC1UTY NAME (1) DOCKET LER NUMBER (6) PAGE (3)
NUMBER (2)

Brunswick Steam Electric Plant Unit 2
StoVENTIAL REVISION

05000324 YEAR NUMBER NUMBER
_ 03 of 07

90 016 00-- -

TEXT (IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED. USE ADDITIONAL NRC FORM 366A'S)(17)

flow. At 14:03:03, af ter a number of attempts, the-"A" TDRFP trip was reset by-

the RO. Initially the A TDRFP trip signal would not reset, but, by holding the
reset switch in the reset position the RO unintentionally caused fuse 2 C32 F2
to blow allowing the TDRFP trip circuit- to be reset. At 14:03:25, the RO opened 1the HPCI injection valve to help rostore level. At 14:05, the reactor level was !restored above the low level l'setpoint and the RO- closed che HPCI injection '

valve. At 14 :06, the RO placed HPCI'in the pressure control mode. It should be
noted that the TBVs were maintaining reactor pressure satisfactorily and this was
not an. action required to control pressure. At 14:10, the control rods were
confirmed to be full in. At 14:13 the PCIS

At 14:15, HPCI was manually tripped. grot * >s 2 and 6 is"lation logics were
,

,

reset. At 14:17, the ku was able to reset
the half Group 1 isolation signal. At .14:18 . the "B" TDRFP was reset and istarted. At 14:21, the SULCV wa( placed in service. At 14:22, RCIC injection
was secured. At 14:26, the RO reset the ARI signal, the FCRAM signal, restored '

,

reactor building ver.tilation and secured the Standby Gas Treatment trains. At- |14:34, the EOPs were exited and Gnneral Plant (GP) Proce kre 05, Unit Shutdown, '

was entered. At 14:46, tha 4 and 5 feedwater heate were-isolated when steamwas reported in the feedwater heater rooms; the rellei valves had'11fted. Two
attemp' y were made to start the "A" RR jump but the breaker immediately tripped.The unawvoltage flags were found tripped o.. both the "A" and "B" RR pumps . theywere reset, and the "B" RR pump var started, At 15:09, the FWCS mode selector
was placed in single element and the B TDRFP discherge pressure, which had been
at greater than 1500 pri, decreased to approximately_1200 psi. At 15:11''the A ,

TDRFP was started in manual. Feed to the vessel was established at approxImately 1

,

750 psi and the RO manually backed down the B TDRFP. The B TDRFP was manually
tripped at 15:29.

.

EVENT INVESTIGATION

The 2-C32 F3 (3 ampere) fuse was removed from'its fuse holder.in control room
back panel 2-H12-P612. It was noted that the fuse was securely held in place by
the fuse clips. It was verified to be the correct fune, Gould Shawmut Amp TrapA2523, Type 2. The individual fuses associated with the nine Gemac components
powered from ?-032-F3 were inspected, except the fuse asscelated with 2-C32-PY-
N005A, a reactor vessel pressure transmitter which feeds an indicator. Its fuse
was not accessible, however, it was verified to be operating correctly af ter thecircuit was re-energized. Therefore, a possible internal fault on 2-032-PY-
N005A, which would cause 2-C32-F3 to blow, was ruled out. Each of thereferenced fuses are Bussman ACC 1 ampere, and none were blown. A test setup

.

utilizing a visicorder was connected to the circuit to determine in rush current
upon energization. The in rush of current was approximately 5.43 amperes andapproxin. ate duration was 1
was approximately 1.11 am/2 cycle or 8.33 milliseconds. The normal load currentperes. The A25Z3 fuse curve was. referenced and the -5.43 amperes would have to remain on the fuse for 10 seconds before the fuse-
would clear. When the circuit was re energized during testing, the test fuse did j

,

not open. Prior to the reactor scram, Inscrumentation and Control (I6C) ;technicians were in panel 2-H12-P612 taking thermocouple; measurements with a
Micromite at terminals 1 and 3 on 2-C32-N600A, a feedwater temperaturo converter.
The 120 volt feed for this device is powered via the 2-C32-F3 ' fuse. The

.

1
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TEXT (!F MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED USE ADDITIONAL NRC FORM 366A'S) (17)

|
|

.

Micromite and test leads were inspected and no physical damage was noted. As.
'part of the testing, the measurements - were repeated with the visicorder

, monitaring the load current. Test leads were connected, disconnected - and .

| reconnected utilizing the same eq pmenc used prior to the event. Variations in '

load current were not noted, ach of the Cemac -instruments' and assoctated
ribbon cables, powered from the fuse, were inspected for physical' damage. A wire
in 2-C32 K608, a steam mass flow rate alarm unit, was found.to be' skinned but
further invescigation revealed that the wire was a case ground which could not:
come in contact with power wiring and cause the' fuse to blow. 'The< instrument
covers were removed and the circuitry inspected, A loose screw was found lodged
between relay terminals 7 and 8 in 2-C32-K624A, associated with the high level
reactor vessel trip to the turbine. Further investigation revealed that relay
terminals 7 and 8 are connected to TB1-14 and TB1-11, respective No external
connections exist on TB1-14 so this could not have created a 7ro lem (ie, short 4

circuit). The Bussman AGC 1 ampere input fuses to each com nent powered-from
the 2-C32-F3 fuse were removed and the power wires lifted at 2-C32-PY N005A and

i

I taped. The power circuit to 2 C32 F3 was meggered at 100 volts and 250 volts .

| with resulting measurements to ground in excess of 1000 megohms in both cases. |
The wiring was reconnected and the fuses vere re-installed '' Accessible wiring

'

from the 2-C32-F3 power circuit to each C the instruments was -inspected.- No i

damage was found that could have caused the 3. ampere fuse to blow. No fault has
been found within the circuitry powered by the 2 C32-F3 fuse 'which could havo
caused it to blow. Engineering Evaluation (EER) 90 0262 has allowed the
temporary replacement of the Could Shawmut fuses, in the Unit 2 feedwater control
circuitry, with Bussman MIN fuses. The Could Shawmut fuses have been sent to the
CP&L Harris Energy & Environmental center for further testk.3 and examination.
In addition, an event recorder is currently monitoring th.. aer supply circuitry
to the 2-C32-F3 fuse.

Similar testing was performed on TDRFP lockout circuit fuse 2 C32-F2 which is a -

Amp Trap A25210, type 2. This fuse failed when the operator held the reset knob.
The trip current for the K2A relay was approximately 19.46 amperes and i

| approximate duration was 1/2 cycle or 8.33 milliseconds. An attempt was made to
simulate the repeated reset attempts by the- RO and the current was measured when
the relay was held in the reset pcsition. The reset current was measured and
found to be approximately 17.93 amperes. The A25Z10 fuse would blow in 1 to 1.5
seconds with this load current. Therefore, the current drawn by the relay, when i

it was repeatedly held in the reset position, was sufficient to cause tne fuse
to blow

1

Following the scram the 2-B21 DPIS N008C 2 remained tripped for several minutes
i causing the 1/2 Croup 1 isolation logic trip si nal to remain sealed in. The

instrument loop setpoint is 6 psid increasing, wh corresponds to less than 40%
! main steam flow. The range of the instrument is 150 sid. The electronic-
| setpoint corresponding to the 6 psid is 4.64 milliamps ma)'plus or minus (i) a

| 0.04 ma increasing with a full scale range %f 4 ma to 20 ma. The setpoint will
reset at approximately 4.34 ma decreasing. Af ter a scram that does not : isolate'

the main steam lines,. steam continues to flow to the condenser via the TBVs'for.
,

pressure control. During this mode of operation the instrument is near the low '

end of its scale and it is not unusual for the instrument to spike into the trip

..

, .i
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TEXT (IF MoRE SPACE l$ REoVIRED. USE ADDITIONAL NRC FORM 366A'S)(17) .

[

range when variations in steam flow are introduced to the scactor such as restart
of TDRFPs or when equalizing across the main stem line isolation valves.

A review of the calibration setpoints for: the RWCU isolation valves found- that-
the 2-G31 F001 low level instruments - are set to actuate prior to the 2 G31
F004's. During this' event, reactor level decreased to the point of actuating the
closure of the 2-G31-F001 but not to the point of, closing the 2 G31-F004. It
should 'be noted that . the instrumentation for both valves is within their
acceptance tolerance range.

Following the high reactor water level trips on the reactor feedpumps and main-
turbine and subsequent reactor scram,; the RO-began restart procedt'res for the 2B'
TDRFP. At the time, E0Ps were in use rather than the GP's. The E0P's do-not
contain detailed instructions' for operating the feedpump controls. The
applicaule E0P steps only reference placing the SULCV in service along with a
TDRFP. The RO closed the feedwater heater outlet valves and the' 2B TDRFP
discharge valve, opened the 2B TDRFP recirculation valvetaand raised 2B TDRFP-
speed using the motor speed changer- (MSC) . He then reopened the: discharge valve
to establish a flow path. At that time the motor' -gear unit (MGU)
manual / automatic (M/A) station was in manual' operation with minimum speed demand,
and the master feedwater level controller was- in three: element automatic-
operation with its output at-100%. This was due to: the controller . feedback-

signal having failed downscale as a result of the blown fuse". The 2B TDRFP speed
was increased, using the MSC, to the high speed limit and then increased further
using the M/A station in the manual mode. At this point the M/A station was
transferred to automatic and the feedpump began acceleration to full speed (5700
kPM) and discharge pressure increased to about 1700 psig. The 4 and 5 feedwater
heater tube relief valves lifted and began releasing steam-into the Feedwater
Heater Room. The SULCV controller was set at 190 inches in automatic mode and
the 2-FW-FV-V177 controller was adjusted to provide an output from the SULCV
controller of approximately'60%. The system appeared at this point'to be'in
relatively stable control of reactor level. Reports of steam being released in-
the Feedwater Heater Room led to the. decision to isolate the 4 and 5'feedwater
heaters by closing the inlet valves to each train. 'No changes were observed in
the operation of the feedwater -:.ontrols. At this point the Operators began
investigating.the cause of the high 2B TDRFP discharge pressure and~ operating
speed. It was uoticed that the master feedwater level controller had not
returned to the normal range after- the- level select switch had been placed in
level "B". The system was placed in sinwas restored to the controller, At this gle element control' and level feedbacktime the 2B TDRFP began a slow decrease
in speed and discharge pressure. This was probably as a result. of level
increasing to slightly above - the 190 inch- setpoint. The discharge pressure
reached a-low of approximately 1200 psig and then began a slow increase (again
level was fluctuating around setpoint). The decision was made to place the 2A'

TDRFP in service to determine whether the 2B TDRFP was sufferinfreulation valve
from a blocked

flow path. The 2B TDRFP discharge valve was closed and the rec
opened. The 2A TDRFP speed was increased to about 2500 RPM using the MSC and the
discharge valve was ' opened. The 2A TDRFP dischar set ~ at
approximately 200 psig over reactor pressure (750 psig)ge' possure wasThi feedpump'was left.

in this configuration while other preparations:were made. The RO secured the

.

*v
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|
RWCU reject flow to help raise water level. The reactor water level began to

'

increase and the 2B Reactor Feedpump rapidly decreased in speed'and dischargeL
pressure in response. As the two feedpump pressures equalized, the RO shifted ;

the 2A TDRFP M/A station to automatic operation. He then removed the 2B.TDRFP '

from service by placing it in manual operation and lowerin At this ipoint the start up level controller output reduced to less g the speed.than 50% and 2A TDRFP i

discharge pressure remained at approximately 750 psig. The 2B TDRFP wasuthen jmanually tripped.

Based on the operating characteristics observen utile the 2B TDRFP was ' in
'

service, a test was run to ensure that its discharge check valve was capable 'of
opening. The test did not identify the inability- to. open but could not
conclusively rule out failure. The decision was made to inspect the alvev
internals. That inspection revealed no valve problems and in fact ruled out any
possible valve failures.

It has been determined that the high differential pressures caused by unusually - "

high reactor feedpump speed due to the blown fuse in the master level control
circuits led to the SULCV's inability to proper 1 respond to controller demands.
The valve did respond, but because of the hi differential pressure; it was
" sluggish". The valve's actual position was most likely significantly less open
than demanded valve position. As the RWCU reject flow was- secured and vessel
level began to increase, the master feedwater level' controller reduced: the 2B-
Feedpuep snormally. peed and discharge pressure to a point that the valve began operatingAt that time the 2A Feedpump was placed into service. and the 2B :Feedpump was secured.

Past similar events include LERs 2 90-06, 2 88-018 and 1-88-023. !

ROOT CAUSE AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The reactor scram was caused by a failure of the Gould Shawmut fuse 2 C32-F3 in.
the FWCS. The failure resulted in a = false low level signal to theaB TDRFP
control circuitry which, in response, increased the B TDRFP output and resulted
in a main turbine trip on reactor high water level. The closure of- the = TSVs
resulted in-the reactor scram, per the design of RPS. '

!

The reason the fuse blew in the FWCS has not been- determined. Engineering
Evaluation (EER) 90-0262 was written to allow the temporary replacement-of the
Gould Shawmut fuses, in the Unit 2 #eedvater control circuitry. with Bussman MIN
fuses. The Gould Shawmut fuses have been sent to the CP&L Harris Energy &
Endronmental center for further testing and examination. In addition, an event qrecocder is currently monitoring the power supply circuitry to the 2 C32-F3 fuse.

4

Addit'.onal training will be provided to operators on SULCV and1TDRFP operation.

Other single failure point fuses, which could result -in a scram ~if they bivi,
will be researched and required action, if any, will be identified ar.d initiated.

:
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NFC FORM 3B6A U.S. Nt; CLEAR REOULATORY COMMIS$10N APPROVED OM8 No. 31504104 i

EXPIRES:4/30/92 |
. ESTIMATED BURDEN PER RESPONSE TO COMPLY WITH THis INFoRMAT)0N .

'.lCENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) co'd2T, LUeEE8u"EN E nA"TE To Twe REcoRoS ANo REPORTS
i;,

' " *l
co y

TEXT CONTINUATION MANAGEMENT BRANCH (P 530). U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N, 'i
WASHINGTON, DC 20555, AND TO THE PAPERWORK REDUCf10N PfnJECT -|
(315M104). OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, WASHINGTON.DC 20503

FActuTY NAME (1) . DOCKETt LIR NUMBER (6) PAGE (3) |

NUMBER (2) |
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant Unit 2 '

,,,

05000324 WR NUMBER NUMBER

07 of 07
0001690- -

--

TEXT (IF MORE SPACE l$ REQUIRED, USE ADDITIONAL NRC FORM 366A'S) (17)

'!

,

i

EVENT ASSESSMENT ,

The safety significance of this event is minimal. Plant systems responded'as
"

designed and the event is bounded by the analysis in the Final Safety Analysis-
Report, Feedwater Control System failure. In.the event that the high pressure
coolant injection systems had failed, the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS),

and the low pressure coolant injection systems were available. ;

l

.

COMPONENT ,QQDE COMPONENT' GQDE

2-C32-F2 JK/FU 2-032-F3 JK/FU
2-FW-FV-177 SJ/V ADS. *

ARI * FWCS JK
HPCI BJ PCIS- JM
RCIC BN RR AD
RPS JE RWCU CE '

SBGT BH SULCV 'SD/LCV
TDRFP TRB/SK TBV- TRB/*
TSV TRB/SHV

,

i

..

(*) Component Identifier not found.
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